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PIPER BETLE f. MARIAN
) Fosberg, stat. nov.

'resl, Rel. Haenk. 1 : 159, 1828.

iannum /7ic7 C. DC. in DC, Prodr.

ription of P. potamogetonifolium fits tl
e statement by Safford (Contr. U.S.N.H.

"under shrub" is unknown, ae

DENSUM(Bl.) Fosberg, stat. nov.

sum Bl., verh. der Bat. Genoots. 11: 193, 1826.

L£ var. densum (Bl.) C. DC. in DC, Prodr. 16(1):

blades puberulent beneath, especial
mewhat irregularly, ovate cordate, w
r slightly oblique.

p. 90, has referred the puberulent M
We have not seen Blume's type, whic

imen collected in Barrigada Village,
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imperceptibly puberulent, or papilla

:PER ^AHAMENSEC. DC. in DC, Prodr. 16(1): 336, 1869.

Typically this species, in Guam, is somewhat puberulei
rtellous on the under sides of the leaves and on younger

abrous
ndS to the north— Rota, Tinian, and Agrigan— it

ncker (1959) described^ Jlabrous formes var! glabrum !
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Although the ranges of the puberulent and glabrous plants

partially distinct, the trivial nature of the difference

Id suggest the rank of forma for them. The sheet 01 b.a.t..
.

in the U.S. National Herbarium is puberulent, while the

: et of the same collection in the Bishop Museum is glabrous

was part of the basis for Yuncker 's variety. The latter

*t is the only basis for ascribing the g^brous
-

:ality for the sheet.

PIPER GUAHAMENSECDC. f. GUAHAMENSE

Known only ro»G—
PIPER GUAHAMENSEf. GLABRUM(Yuncker)

Piper guahai var. glabrum VU

22: 87, 1959.

le Marianas Islands north of Guam.

PIPER LATIFOLIUM L. £., Suppl. Pi. 91, 1781.

Piper micronesiacum Hosokawa, Trans. Na

Formosa 32: 387, 1942.

This collection, i.e., type of P. micronesiacum hos. wc

referred to P. guahamense by Yuncker, and tentatively by me.

differs in having several spikes in an axil and in being less

prominently puberulent.
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P. latifolium , of the South Pacific, from the Marquesas, Society,
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most completely vaginate.
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PIPER METHYSTICUMForst. f.,De PI. Esc. Oc. Austr. 76: 1786.

applied to the widespread Pacific shrub with leaf-opposed

spikes from which the Polynesians, some Melanesians, and the

eastern Carolinians of Micronesia make or made a drink called

ur. Arn. Arb. 24: 349, 1943)

7, 1954) following him,
therefore not validly

national Code of BotanJ

line carefully whether <

i earlier homonym of P.

There is in Art. 73 of the Montreal Code limited authority to »
rect orthographic errors. However, this is in no sense an ortw

graphic error, so Art. 73 does not apply. The best way under

Code, to permit such corrections made by the author at the time

of original publication, seems to be to invoke Art. 34, proviso

is not accepted by the author who published it." Linnaeus fi»J

P. methysticum can logically be considered as r<

non-acceptance of the latter name. Therefore,

published and cannot be regarded as published j
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.
the sense of the Code. Hence it is not an earlier homo
P. methysticum Forst. f . , which we may continue to use

PEPEROMIAR. & P.

PEROMIA MARIANNENSIS C.DC., DC. Prodr. 16(1): 442, 1869.

Although there is a considerable range of variation ir
mber of characters in the Peperomia population of the Mai

las been maintained as distinct from P.

P. guamana in USNH has predominantly opposite, though acute,
aves as has Bryan 1116 (NY). Hosaka 3008 (BISH) is about in-

gh Yuncker called it P. guamana. Stone 4713

ture than those from

d is correlated with

regarding it as merit

from p. kraemeri C.DC.
anly differences seem to

ter spikes of P. "

reduction i _
Present these may L.

l^f*
Glab rous plants from Palaureferred by Yuncker I

P. kraemeri with no difficulty i

d isposed of 1

the glabi

^PEROMIA MARIANNENSIS C.

ere. Part of Fosberg 25869 , from Urukthapel, :

hirtellous and seems to belong to P. palauensi:
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PEPEROMIAMARIANNENSIS f. SAIPANA (C. DC.) Fosberg, comb. nov.

Peperomia saipana C. DC. in Merr.,Phil. Jour. Sci.Bot. 9: 72,1914.

form with hirtellous steins occurs on Saipan and possibly

(Hosokawa 8023 , cited by Yuncker as from Pagan, is really

ipan according to an itinerary supplied by Professor Hos-

Candolle, reduced to varietal rank by Yui

more than a form, since it differs only :

C. de Candolle, in his original descriptions of P. sal
specifically that it is glabrous. If this were the ca

ould be strictly a synonym of f . mariannensis and a new

presumably destroyed. Since he then t

for the hirtellous plant, we may, I t

Fritz specimen that de Candolle i

egarded as three species, all glabrous, 1

ecognized from low elevations in the eastern Caroline ai

Marshall Islands. I have collected two of them and have been
struck by their similarity in habit and appearance, as well as

at Matalanim, Ponape, as well as under atoll conditions in sei

of the Marshall Islands, p. volkensii grows on the similar bi

alt ruins in Kusaie at Lele, and has been reported from Ebon i

southern Marshalls. p. gibbonsii was originally described fr<

Ailinglapalap, in the Marshalls, supposedly from "basalt" rod
(an impossibility in the Marshalls, which are all coral).



pEPEROMIA PONAPENSIS var. TRUKENSIS (Yuncker) Fosb. comb, nov

Peperomia trukensis Yuncker, Occ. Pap. Bishop Museum 14:

- or less hirtellous but otherwise entirely similar
Truk and the Jokaj Peninsula on Ponape seems to belon

:cies also, though it has heretofore been regarded as

species. The stems, leaves and peduncles are very
i densely beset with short, straightish, subappressed

« hairs, and the leaf margins are ciliolate all the


